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DEAR READERS,
IF YOU ARE HAVING TROUBLE GETTING YOUR COPY OF THE SUMMIT TIMES 
IN YOUR NEIGHBOURHOOD, PLEASE MESSAGE OR WHATSAPP US YOUR 
NAME AND ADDRESS AT 9832556698 AND WE WILL ENSURE THAT THE 
NEWSPAPER REACHES YOU.

Ripples of Change Foundation (ROCF – https://www.
rocf.org/), is looking for an experienced Program Manager 
with 6-10 years of experience, excellent communication 
skills in English, Hindi and regional local languages, age 
30-45 years, with Degree/ Masters/PG Diploma/M.
Phil or equivalent degree in social work, sociology, 
rural development or similar fields. The work involves 
managing and supporting multi-state projects on diverse 
focus sectors in the sphere of economic empowerment, 
education, life-skills, environment, health & well-being. 
Preference will be given to those who have worked in 
the area of Economic Empowerment with expertise in 
designing, creating and delivering sustainable livelihood 
programs and in the sphere of skill development for rural 
vulnerable communities. The job will require extensive 
travel. Fixed Term Contract for 1 year.
Location: Gangtok, Sikkim
Remuneration : Rs. 45,000/- to Rs. 50,000 per month. The 
offer made to the selected candidate shall be commensurate 
with qualifications, experience and salary history.

Suitable  Candidates may send CV’s to : info@rocf.org   
on or before 26th Sept. 2021. Only shortlisted candidates  
will be called for interview.

Vaccination continues strong, and Sikkim goes 
its longest in second wave without Covid deaths

SUMMIT REPORT
Gangtok, 19 Sept: 

Sikkim administered 
11,856 doses of 

Covishield on Saturday, 
and while that number 
is reassuring in itself, 
what should bring even 
more comfort is that 
Sikkim has now gone 
four days without a 
Covid death, the longest 
it has gone without 
the virus claiming a 
life in the second wave 
which appears finally 
on its way out. Clearly, 
increased vaccination is 
helping Sikkim combat 
coronavirus.

As for vaccines 
administered yesterday, 
while 361 people 
received their first dose, 
11,495 others completed 
their vaccination 
schedule with the 
second dose on Saturday. 
Among those vaccinated 
were three healthcare 
personnel and three 
frontline workers 
who completed their 
vaccination schedule and 
200 in the 45 and above 
category [15 first dose 
and 185 second dose] 
and 11,650 in 18 to 44 
years age-group [346 

first dose and 11,304 
second dose].

Thus far, Sikkim 
has administered a 
total of 8,16,804 doses 
of Covishield vaccine 
covering a total of 
5,16,365 people of 
whom 3,00,896 have 
completed their vaccine 
schedule with the 
second dose.

Meanwhile, as per 
the Daily Report of 
COVID-19 in Sikkim 
issued by the Integrated 

Disease Surveillance 
Programme of the 
Health Department, the 
tally of confirmed Covid 
cases reached 30,955 with 
62 fresh cases reported 
in the last 24 hours from 
673 samples tested giving 
Sikkim a daily test positivity 
rate of 9.2%. 

Of these new cases, 
43 were registered 
in East District, 15 in 
West District, three in 
South District and one 
in North District. As 

per the IDSP report, 24 
cases were detected in 
RT-PCR testing of 286 
samples and 38 in rapid 
antigen testing of 386 
samples.

Also over the past 
24 hours, 76 more 
people were discharged 
from home and facility 
isolation on Saturday 
after making full 
recoveries to further 
improve the figure 
of recovered cases to 
29,556. 

There are currently 
713 active Covid cases 
in Sikkim, of whom six 
are with symptoms 
severe enough to require 
them to be admitted in 
ICU facilities at STNM 
hospital, Central Referral 
Hospital and District 
Hospital, Namchi.

On the other hand, 
Sikkim’s COVID-19 
related death toll held 
at 379 with no deaths 
reported for the fourth 
straight day.

Indrajatra greetings from CM
SUMMIT REPORT
Gangtok, 19 Sept:

Chief Minister PS 
Tamang has extended 

Indrajatra greetings to 
the people of Sikkim, 
especially the Newar 
community, and prayed 

that the festival will be an 
opportunity to everyone to 
come together and spread 
the message of tranquillity 
and communal harmony 
in the State.

“On this pious 
occasion, I wish for 

peace, prosperity, and 
prolonged happiness in 
the lives of the people 
of Sikkim by the grace 
of Lord Indra,” the CM 
conveys in his message 
shared by the IPR 
Department.

Passang Tamang wins Arithang-II bypolls

SUMMIT REPORT
GANGTOK, 19 SEPT: 

Passang Tamang 
will represent the 

Arithang-II ward of 
the Gangtok Municipal 
Corporation after having 
won the three-cornered 
by-election, the EVMs for 
which were counted today.

A press communiqué 
from the IPR Department 
informs that Mr Tamang 
secured 1,119 of the 
1,983 votes cast for the 
bypolls necessitated 
by the death of the 

councilor, Raju Tamang, 
elected earlier this year.

His nearest 
competition, Rajeney 
Gurung bagged 717 
votes while Dawa Sherpa 
received 147 votes, 
the update from the 
Municipal Returning 
Officer informs.

The winning 
candidate was handed 
over Certificate of 
Election by the MRO-
East in the presence 
of Election Observer, 
Tshewang Gyachho, the 

release adds.
The counting of votes, 

which commenced at 
8AM at the conference 
hall of the District 
Administrative Centre 
here at Sichey concluded 
at 8:30AM.

After the completion 
of the counting 
procedure, the EVMs 
were shifted and stored 
in the strong-room which 
was then sealed by the 
MRO-East in the presence 
of the Elections Observer 
and other officers.

State Govt had options to keep ONROC 
at bay but failed to do so, SDF alleges

SUMMIT REPORT
Gangtok, 19 Sept: 

Sikkim Democratic 
Front spokesperson, 

MK Subba, claimed 
today that the One 
Nation-One Ration 
Card scheme would 
not have been 
implemented in 
Sikkim if the State 
government had used 
the Cash Transfer of 
Food Subsidy Rules, 
2015 notified under 
the National Food 
Security Act, 2013. 
He argued that the 
state government can 
implement the scheme 
with the approval 
of the Centre and 
provide food subsidy 
in cash directly into 
the bank accounts of 
migrant workers.

Addressing a 
press conference 
here on Sunday, he 
alleged that if the 
State government had 
used this route, there 
would have been no 
need to implement the 
ONORC in the State 
but the government 
surrendered itself 
to implementing the 
ONORC instead. 

He alleged that 
the state government 
failed to place its 
side in time and now 
Sikkim was consigned 
to implementing 
ONORC in the State and 
went on to contend 
that ONORC will 
end up affecting the 
socio-economic and 
political demography 
of Sikkim.

Mr Subba added 
that there were 18 
labour-related Acts 
in Sikkim and none 
which confer domicile 
rights but ONORC, he 
claimed, will provide 
domicile rights and 
this would harm the 
state in the long run. 

He went on to 
state that as per 
latest data, there 
were already around 
1.09 lakh migrant 
workers in the State, 
he demanded that the 
State government not 
to make a migrant-
occupied state in 
future. 

He added that SDF 
will also be submitting 
a memorandum on 
ONORC to the Centre.

He added that 

SKM had promised 
to regularize adhoc, 
MR and temporary 
employees within 100 
days of coming into 
office and alleged that 
the party was instead 
keeping busy playing 
divide-and-rule. His 
hint obvious, Mr 
Subba demanded that 
the State government 
work out an amicable 
solution to the adhoc 
teachers' issue. 

He further stated 
that in the entire 
episode, it was 
obvious that in how 
the situation was 
handeled, the State 
government did not 
seem bothered about 
the students and their 
education.

Mr Subba also 

asked the state 
government to release 
details about the 
utilization of Covid-19 
funds received from the 
Centre. He claimed that 
the state received Rs 
301 crores in 2020 and 
Rs 196 crores in 2021 
for the Covid situation 
and questioned why 
the government was 
not using part of these 
funds to compensate 
COVID victims in the 
State. 

He demanded the 
government to pay 
at least Rs 10 lakh to 
families which have 
lost members to Covid 
and Rs 1 crore to 
families of healthcare 
workers and frontline 
workers Sikkim lost to 
the virus.

Airlines allowed to operate 
flights at 85% capacity 

New Delhi, 19 Sept: 
Following a dip in the 
COVID-19 cases in the 
country, the Ministry 
of Civil Aviation on 
Saturday increased the 
passenger capacity on 
domestic flights from 
72.5 per cent to 85 per 
cent.

In an official 
notification, the ministry 
said the decision was 
taken after a review 
of the current status 
of scheduled domestic 
operations viz-a-viz 
passenger demand for 
air travel.

"After review of 
the current status of 
scheduled domestic 
operations viz-a-viz 
passenger demand for 

air travel in terms of 
the purpose specified in 
the initial order dated 
May 21, 2020, condition 
laid down in para 2 of 
the order dated May 21, 
2020, as last amended 
on dated August 12, 
2021, is further modified 
as under: 72.5 per cent 
capacity may be read as 
85 per cent capacity," the 
order said.

The ministry said 
the new order will take 
effect from the date 
of issue and will be 
applicable until further 
order.

After a complete 
ban scheduled domestic 
flights during the 
lockdown last year, the 
operations started on 

May 25, 2020, after a 
two-month gap with a 
capacity of 33 per cent.

The government had 
resumed the scheduled 
domestic flights on 
May 25 last year after a 
two-month break. The 
ministry had allowed the 
carriers to operate not 
more than 33 per cent of 
their pre-Covid domestic 
services.

The cap was gradually 
increased to 80 per cent 
by December 2020. The 
occupancy was again 
reduced to 50 per cent 
on June 1, 2021, which 
was increased to 65 
per cent on June 5. The 
domestic flights have 
been operating at 72.5 
per cent since August 12.

Foreign tourists may be 
allowed to visit India soon

New Delhi, Sep 19 (PTI): 
Amid a decline in Covid 
cases in the country, 
India may soon reopen 
its doors for foreign 
tourists for the first time 
in one-and-a-half years, 
officials said.

First five lakh 
foreign tourists will 
be issued visas free 
of cost in an attempt 
to revive the tourism, 
hospitality and aviation 
sectors badly hit by the 
COVID-19 pandemic 
since March 2020 when 
a nationwide lockdown 
was announced.

Top Union Home 

Ministry officials are 
deliberating with all 
stakeholders on the 
expected date and 
modalities for opening 
up of the country for 
foreign tourists.

A formal 
announcement allowing 
foreign tourists to visit 
India may come within 
the next 10 days, an 
official from the Home 
Ministry said.

The decision is being 
taken in view of the 
declining number of 
COVID-19 cases in the 
country.

On Sunday, 30,773 

new cases were reported 
while active cases had 
come down to 3.32 lakh.

India's COVID-19 
vaccination coverage has 
also crossed 80 crore as 
on Saturday.

The free visa to the 
tourists will be issued 
till March 31, 2022 or 
the issuance of five lakh 
visa, whichever is earlier. 
The total financial 
implication for this 
would be Rs 100 crore.

The free visa move is 
expected to incentivise 
short-term tourists 
visiting India, the official 
said.
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HSP thumbs down SKM’s delivery on 

election promises, threatens to go to Court
SAGAR CHETTTRI
Gangtok, 19 Sept: 

Hamro Sikkim Party 
spokesperson, Biraj 

Adhikari, today asserted 
that Sikkim Krantikari 
Morcha should respect 
the mandate of the 
people and start working 
on promises made in the 
election manifesto. 

He also announced 
that HSP would approach 
the courts if the party 
in office did not pull up 
its socks and fulfilled 
promises made to the 
people of Sikkim before 
the elections. He argued 
that the people gave 
their mandate to the SKM 
based on its manifesto, 
but the present 
government has taken a 

u-turn on its promises.
Addressing a press 

conference here this 
afternoon, Mr Adhikari 

said that HSP has given 
enough time to the SKM 
government to work 
on its promises and 

programmes but even 
after two and a half years, 
it has not started work 
on any of its promises. 

He pointed out that 
SKM came to office in 
the state by raising the 
corruption issue and 
promising to bring the 
CBI to Sikkim but has 
not taken a single step 
towards delivering on it. 

He added that although 
SKM had promised to 
resolve the adhoc teachers 
issue in its election 
manifesto, all it has done is 
politicize the issue and play 
divisive politics over it. 

He also accused the 
State government of 
favoritism and nepotism 
and mentioned that HSP 
was in talks with different 
political and other 
organisations about these 
and other issues of the 
State.

SOA prez and gen secy call 
on IOA secretary general

SUMMIT REPORT
Gangtok, 19 Sept: 

Sikkim Olympic 
Association president, 

Kuber Bhandari, and 
general secretary 
Jaslal Pradhan, met 
the secretary general 
of Indian Olympic 
Association, Rajeev 
Mehta, in New Delhi on 
Sunday and extended 
congratulations to the 
IOA on India’s successful 
participation in the 
Tokyo Olympics.

An SOA press release 
issued by its general 
secretary, informs 
that the SOA president 
gave a brief report to 
the secretary general 
regarding the promotion 
of games and sports in 
Sikkim. 

The release adds 
that Mr Bhandari also 
highlighted interventions 
of the Sikkim 
government to promote 
sports like infrastructure 
d e v e l o p m e n t , 
competitions and 
grassroots level 
sporting activities 
through Panchayati 
Raj Institutions and 
inclusion of sports in the 
GPDP. 

He also detailed other 
initiatives such as talent-
search programmes, 
incentives for athletes 

and development of 
sports club culture in the 
state through grants-in-
aid and sports quota in 
government employment 
from 2 to 5%. 

He added that the 
government has also 
announced cash awards 
for medal winners in 
Olympics of Rs 2.50 cr for 
gold medalists, Rs 1.50 cr 
for silver medals and Rs 1 
cr for bronze.

The release 
contends that the 
secretary general 
appreciated the 
initiative taken by the 

State Government and 
future plans of Sikkim 
Olympic Association 
and IOA released Rs 15 
lakh to Sikkim Olympic 
Association to support 
its initiatives.

The SOA president 
and general secretary 
have recorded sincere 
gratitude towards IOA 
and further requested 
for continuing support 
to Sikkim in preparing 
Olympians from the 
state. They also extended 
an invitation to the 
secretary general to visit 
Sikkim.

Union Sports Minister to confer with Sports Ministers of states and 
UTs to draw up roadmap for sports development in the country

NEW DELHI, 19 SEPT 
[PIB]: Union Minister of 
Youth Affairs & Sports 
Anurag Singh Thakur is 
set to virtually interact 
with Sports Ministers 
of respective States 
and Union Territories 
across India on Monday 
to discuss the further 
promotion of sports in 
the country. 

Following the major 
success of the Olympics 
and Paralympics in 
Tokyo, Thakur would 
know from the States 
and UTs the ways 
forward and how they 
would contribute in the 
mission to make India a 
top sporting nation. He 
will be joined by Minister 
of State for Youth Affairs 
and Sports, Nisith 
Pramanik.

The Government 
of India’s flagship 
programs, Khelo India 
and Fit India, will remain 
an integral part of the 
interaction.

Sports is a State 
subject and the overall 
motive of the interaction 
would be to urge them to 
organize sporting events 
across rural and urban 
areas for able-bodied 
and para-athletes as well 
as play a key role in the 
identification of talents 
at grassroots level. The 
promotion of school level 
sports and support to the 
School Games Federation 
of India (SGFI) will be 
another key point of 
discussion. 

The States and 
UTs would also be 
requested to form a 

pool of cash awards 
for the athletes where 
both the Central and the 
State Governments can 
accumulate the funds.

The Khelo India 
Games, which was 
organized for the first 
time in 2018, has been a 
major game-changer for 
grassroots level sports 
competitions in India. 
Since then, a host of 
Khelo India games have 
been hosted, including 
the Youth, University 
and Winter Games. The 
Khelo India program has 
also encompassed the 
upgradation of several 
sports infrastructures 
across the States and 
UTs as Khelo India State 
Centres of Excellence 
(KISCE) and Khelo India 
Centres (KICs).

At present, there 
are 24 KISCEs across 23 
States and UTs while 360 
KICs have opened across 
various districts in the 
country. In Monday’s 
meeting, Thakur would 
discuss at length on these 
developments and ask 
the States to contribute 
to their full capacity 
in giving the future 
champions of India with 
all the crucial amenities 
including best of 
coaching, infrastructure, 
medical facilities, et al. 

The early 
identification of budding 
talents through sports 
competitions as well 
as in educational 
institutions in States and 
UTs at block and district 
levels, remains another 
key agenda of discussion.

The Fit India 
movement, launched 
on National Sports Day 
2019 by Prime Minister 
Narendra Modi, also has 
been a game changer in 
inculcating the habit of 
fitness through various 
campaigns conducted 
thereon, like the Fit 
India Freedom Run, the 
Fit India Mobile App, 
Fit India Quiz, etc. On 
Monday, Thakur would 
request the State and 
UT Sports Ministers to 
participate and promote 
the above campaigns.

Thakur would also 
urge  States and UTs 
to send in proposals to 
open up KISCEs, KICs 
as well as academies 
to further the cause of 
strengthening the sports 
ecosystem of the nation.

Congress may name 2 deputies in addition 
to Amarinder Singh replacement 

Chandigarh, 19 Sept 
[NDTV]: The Congress 
- scrabbling to restore 
control in Punjab after a 
"humiliated" Amarinder 
Singh resigned as Chief 
Minister yesterday - 
is likely to name two 
deputies in addition to 
a replacement. Sources, 
however, said the 
identities of the deputies 
will depend on who gets 
the nod for the top post.

Sources close 
to Punjab Congress 
chief Navjot Sidhu - 
whose hostile spat 
with Amarinder Singh 
precipitated this crisis 
- were quoted as saying 
'whatever name is agreed 
for Chief Minister, it will 
be accompanied by two 
deputies... deputies will 
depend on who is named 
Chief Minister'.

S u k h j i n d e r 
Randhawa, a cabinet 
minister and the Dera 
Baba Nanak MLA is being 
considered for the top 
job. Other probables are 
ex-state unit bosses Sunil 
Jakhar and Pratap Singh 
Bajwa, and Ravneet Singh 
Bittu, grandson of late 
former Chief Minister 
Beant Singh.

A combination of a 
Dalit Sikh Chief Minister 
and two deputies is 
also being considered, 
given that Dalits make 
up an estimated 33 per 
cent of Punjab's overall 
population. 

Sources also said 
'many are upset with 
the (party's) bad 
handling' of this crisis, 
which included a failed 
mediation attempt led 
by state in-charge Harish 
Rawat.

The three-member 
team thought they 
had worked out a 
compromise - Mr Singh 
would remain Chief 
Minister and Mr Sidhu 
would be elevated to the 
President of the party's 
state unit.

However, Mr Singh 
felt snubbed after the 
party appeared to 
ignore his conditions 
- including vetting 
appointments of 
Working Presidents of 
the state unit; four were 
announced - in line with 
Mr Singh's demand 
to keep the focus on 
Hindus and Dalits - but 
none were signed-off by 
him.

A demand for an 
apology from Mr Sidhu 
for his many public barbs 
was also unmet, further 
Mr Singh, who yesterday 
told Mrs Gandhi he 
had had enough. "I 
was humiliated three 
times... they do not have 
confidence in me... now 
up to them to appoint 
anyone they trust," he 
said.

The Amarinder 
Singh-Navjot Sidhu 
feud dates back to the 
2017 Assembly election, 
when Mr Sidhu hoped 
to be made Deputy 
Chief Minister but was 
reportedly denied the 
post by Mr Singh. He was, 
instead, made a minister 
in Mr Singh's cabinet, 
but he quit after he was 
downgraded.

Since then Mr Sidhu 
has been relentless 
in targeting Mr Singh 
and exacerbating and 
worsening the rift 
between them, leading 
to yesterday's explosive 
events, which included 
around 50 of the party's 
80 MLAs writing to Sonia 
Gandhi and demanding 
the Chief Minister be 
replaced.

Labour codes unlikely to be 
implemented this fiscal

New Delhi, Sep 19 
(PTI): The four labour 
codes are unlikely to be 
implemented this fiscal 
in view of slow progress 
on the drafting of rules 
by the states and also 
for political reasons 
like elections in Uttar 
Pradesh, a source said.

The implementation 
of these laws assumes 
significance because once 
these are implemented 
there would be reduction 
in take-home pay of 
employees and firms 
have to bear higher 
provident fund liability.

"The Ministry of 
Labour is ready with 
the rules under the four 
labour codes. But the 
states have been slow in 
drafting and finalising 
those under new codes. 
Besides, the government 
is not keen to implement 
the four codes due to 
political reasons, which 
are mainly elections 
in Uttar Pradesh (due 
in February 2022 
onwards)," the source 
said.

The four codes 
have been passed 
by Parliament. But 
for implementation 
of these codes, 
rules under these 
must be notified by 
central as well as 
state governments 
for enforcing 
those in respective 
jurisdictions.

"It is likely that the 
implementation of the 
four labour codes may 
be dragged beyond this 
fiscal year," t he source 
said.

Once the wages 
code comes into force, 
there will be significant 

changes in the way 
basic pay and provident 
fund of employees are 
calculated.

The labour 
ministry had envisaged 
implementing the four 
codes on industrial 
relations, wages, social 
security and occupational 
health safety & working 
conditions from April 1, 
2021. These four labour 
codes will rationalise 44 
central labour laws.

The ministry had 
even finalised the rules 
under the four codes. 
But these could not be 
implemented because 
many states were not in 
a position to notify rules 
under these codes in 
their jurisdictions.

Labour is a 
concurrent subject under 
the Constitution of India 
and therefore both the 
Centre and states have 
to notify rules under 
these four codes to make 
them the laws of the 
land in their respective 
jurisdictions.

According to the 
source, some states have 
worked on draft rules 
on four labour codes. 
These states are Uttar 
Pradesh, Bihar, Madhya 
Pradesh, Haryana, 
Odisha, Punjab, 
Gujarat, Karnataka and 
Uttarakhand.

Under the new 
wages code, allowances 
are capped at 50 per 
cent. This means half 
of the gross pay of an 
employee would be basic 
wages. Provident fund 
contribution is calculated 
as a percentage of basic 
wage, which includes 
basic pay and dearness 
allowance.

India logs 30,773 new Covid cases
New Delhi, Sep 19 
(PTI): With 30,773 
people testing positive 
for coronavirus infection, 
India's total tally of 
COVID-19 cases rose to 
3,34,48,163, while the 
active cases declined 
to 3,32,158, according 
to the Union Health 
Ministry data updated on 
Sunday.

The death toll 
climbed to 4,44,838 
with 309 fresh fatalities, 
according to the data 

updated at 8 am.
The active cases 

comprise 0.99 per cent 
of the total infections, 
while the national 
COVID-19 recovery rate 
was recorded at 97.68 
per cent, the ministry 
said.

A reduction of 8,481 
cases has been recorded 
in the active COVID-19 
caseload in a span of 24 
hours.

India's COVID-19 
tally had crossed the 

20-lakh mark on August 
7, 2020, 30 lakh on 
August 23, 40 lakh on 
September 5 and 50 
lakh on September 16. 
It went past 60 lakh on 
September 28, 70 lakh 
on October 11, crossed 
80 lakh on October 29, 90 
lakh on November 20 and 
surpassed the one-crore 
mark on December 19.

India crossed the 
grim milestone of two 
crore on May 4 and three 
crore on June 23.

Another Congress department passes 
resolution to make Rahul Gandhi party chief 
New Delhi, 19 Sept 
[PTI]: The Congress 
social media department 
Saturday passed a 
resolution to make Rahul 
Gandhi party president 
at the earliest, saying 
his leadership will bring 
new energy into the 
party cadre.

The resolution was 
passed unanimously 
at the social media 
department's national 
executive meeting 
"Drishti 2021".

This comes after 
similar resolutions were 
passed at the national 
executive meetings of the 
Indian Youth Congress, 
the NSUI and the Congress 
SC/ST department.

Rahul Gandhi 
attended the social media 
department meeting and 
urged party workers to 
continue their fight against 
the ruling dispensation 
with humility, truth and 
love.

Social media 
department head Rohan 
Gupta said Gandhi 
inspired party workers 
and spoke to them 
candidly about their 
lives and answered each 
of their questions with 
empathy and patience.

He also commended 
the social media workers 
for their hard work and 
dedication to the party 
and commitment to fight 
and defeat the ruling 
dispensation, he said.

"We believe that only 
the rights-based approach, 
the policies of justice or 

NYAY of Shri Rahul Gandhi 
can save the country 
today. He is the only leader 
in the country who has 
shown the courage and 
conviction to hold the fort 
of truth and welfare of the 
citizens.

"We believe leadership 
of Shri Rahul Gandhi will 
bring a new energy into 
the party cadre across 
India. We therefore, 
unanimously pass the 
resolution that Shri 
Rahul Gandhi should 
take over as President 
of the Indian National 
Congress at the earliest," 
said the resolution passed 
Saturday at the conclusion 
of the two-day meeting.

In another resolution 
adopted at the meeting, 
the party said social media 
is being used as a weapon 
to spread hate and create 
division among various 
sections of the society by 
the "fascist forces" ruling 
the country.

"We resolve to fight 
for the Idea of India as 
conceived by the Gandhian 
and Nehruvian philosophy 
to save the country from 
the policies of division by 
the ruling dispensation.

"We resolve to use 
social media as a tool to 
unite people from across 
all sections of the society. 
The ruling regiment 
has been on a rampage 
spreading fake news and 
misinformation using 
social media to run their 
agenda," the resolution 
said.

It further stated that 

the party will expose "fake 
news being propagated 
by them" and ensure that 
truth and reality take the 
centre stage.

"The RSS-BJP 
government is hiding their 
incompetence and mis-
governance using PR and 
headline management and 
using event management 
to distract people from their 
failures. We resolve to bring 
forth their reality without 
any fear and with absolute 
conviction," it said.

Gupta said everyone 
is disturbed over the 
goings on in the country 
as every single person 
is suffering -- from the 
student community, to 
farmers to women and 
the oppressed sections of 
the society.

"Not a single Indian 
is at peace. To please a 
few friends, the economy 
of the country has been 
destroyed. The social 
fabric of this country, 
which was our pride 
and strength, is being 
damaged time and again," 
the resolution also said.

Those who are 
raising their voices 
against those in power 
are being harassed and 
being made victims 
of vendetta politics, it 
alleged.

"Hate crime is on the 
rise and the criminals are 
enjoying state impunity. 
Women are not safe in 
this ‘new India'. Crime 
against women is at 
an all-time high," the 
resolution also said.
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Kolkata-Gangtok Chase ends at Reshithang
SUMMIT REPORT
Gangtok, 19 Sept: 

A team of eleven 
runners from Sikkim, 

Darjeeling and Kolkata 
received a warm welcome 
on reaching the end of 
their relay race here at 
Reshithang on Saturday 
evening. 

They had started the 
relay, Kolkata Gangtok 
Chase, from Kolkata on 
16 September and ran in 
yesterday after covering 
a distance of around 685 
KMs without any breaks 
within 60 hours.

Upon their arrival 
at Reshithang ground, 
the runners were 
received by members of 
Project Life and other 
running groups and 
local gentry. Of course, 
along their route, they 
were accorded warm 
welcomes at different 
places by officials of the 
Forest Department.

At the welcome 

function at Reshithang 
ground, advisor to the 
CM, Rohit Maharaj, who 
was present as the chief 
guest, advisor to Culture 
Department, Bhim 
Kumari Sharma, and a 
team representing the 

Sikkim Krantikari Morcha 
sports wing led by 
their president, Rinzing 
Wangyal Chophel, and 
others offered khadas to 
the runners. 

The relay race team 
comprised of Wangden 

Chewang, Luv Burman, 
Kush Burman, Anup Jyoti 
Baniya, Basant Pradhan, 
Bhupendra Hang Subba, 
Prashant Baid, Sunny 
Chowdhary, Pemba 
Sherpa, Alok Choudhary 
and Sudarshan Tamang.

Soreng shuttlers host Assam 
Lingzey to friendly tournament

SUMMIT REPORT
Gangtok, 19 Sept: 

Soreng Badminton 
Association organized 

and hosted a friendly 
tournament with 
Badminton Association 
Assam Lingzey [BAAL] on 
Sunday. 

Shuttlers from the two 
associations participated 
in the daylong 
tournament organised 
under the supervision of 
chief patronage of area 
MLA, Aditya Golay.

The prize distribution 
ceremony was chaired by 
advisor to Sports & Youth 
Affairs Department, MN 
Subba, who gave away 

prizes to the winners. 
Three-time state 

champion, Palzor Lama, 
was adjudged the Best 

Player of the tournament.
The guest team 

was led by its chief 
coordinator, Deepak Rai, 

and “token of love” for the 
guest team was provided 
by SBA member, Sumiran 
Tamang.

Vodafone Idea claims to record peak 5G 
speed of 3.7 gbps during trials in Pune

New Delhi, Sep 19 (PTI): 
Debt-ridden telecom 
operator Vodafone Idea 
on Sunday claimed to 
have recorded a peak 
speed of 3.7 gigabit per 
second (gbps), highest 
by any operator in India, 
during 5G trials in Pune.
The company also 
claimed to have recorded 
1.5 gbps download speed 
in the mid-band spectrum 
in Gandhinagar and Pune.

Vi (Vodafone Idea) 
has been allocated 
high-frequency bands 
like 26 gigahertz (Ghz) 
by the Department of 
Te l e c o m m u n i c a t i o n s 
(DoT), along with the 
traditional 3.5 GHz 
spectrum band, for 5G 
network trials.

"In Pune city, Vi has 
deployed its 5G trial in 
a lab set-up of an end-
to-end captive network 
of Cloud Core, new 

generation Transport and 
Radio Access Network.

"In this trial, Vi has 
achieved a peak speed in 
excess of 3.7 Gbps with 
very low latency on the 
mmWave (millimetre 
wave) spectrum band," Vi 
said in the statement.

The DoT had 
approved applications 
of Reliance Jio, Bharti 
Airtel and Vodafone in 
May, and MTNL later. 
The permission has been 
granted for six-month 
trials with telecom gear 
makers Ericsson, Nokia, 
Samsung and C-DOT.

Jio had revealed in 
June to have recorded a 
peak speed of 1 gbps and 
Airtel is also said to have 
recorded the same level 
of peak speed in July.

Reliance Jio is using 
its own technology as 
well for 5G trials.

All the private players 
are providing 4G services 
across the country at 
present and gearing up 
for 5G. State-owned BSNL 
is yet to roll out 4G across 
India.

Vodafone Idea Chief 
Technology Officer Jagbir 
Singh said, "We are 

pleased with the speed 
and latency results in the 
initial stages of the 5G 
trials on the government 
allocated 5G spectrum 
bands."

He added that having 
established a robust 
4G network across 
India, delivering the 
fastest 4G speeds and 
a 5G-ready network, 
Vi is now testing the 
next-gen 5G technology 
to be able to bring a 
truly digital experience 
for enterprises and 
consumers in India, in the 
future.
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Sensitive to Disasters
Begin with sensitization, 
end with preparedness

The winter months will soon be upon us, bringing 
with them a period of relative calm as far as natural 

disasters are concerned. Save the off bush-fire, which 
rarely fires into habitations, there are no havocs that 
nature traditionally unleashes on Sikkim’s hills. Of course, 
there is the ever-present possibility of earthquakes, but 
that has nothing to do with seasons. So, even as Sikkim 
settles into festive mood and preps for holidays and lazy 
winter Sun days, it would do well to invest some time 
on disaster sensitization programmes. Until a few years 
ago, the arrival of autumn would also include a flurry of 
such activities at schools, panchayats, urban settings and 
sometimes even for elected representatives. One does not 
know whether these were intentionally planned for this 
time of the year, but they were apt in a way because they 
served the purpose of taking stock of what the monsoons 
unleashed, lessons learnt and discussions on how to 
prepare better in future. Agreed, these exercises delivered 
very little on ground, but were still better than continuing 
blissfully disinterested. Because such initiatives came 
when the monsoons were on the wane, they conveyed 
an intent that rose beyond the typical knee-jerkism that 
Sikkim displays even though it sits on an earthquake 
prone zone, is perpetually hit by landslides and has of late 
also developed a weakness for fires. 

The residents of the capital, who sit in on most 
decisions, must be heaving a sigh of relief that the monsoon 
this year, despite is duration, was lenient on Gangtok even 
as some other parts of the State slipped away; even more 
reason why a series of sensitizations are required for the 
urban areas because urban memories run even shorter 
than the traditional retention capacities of the people. 
Take Gangtok’s example – despite the nightmares and 
stress delivered on it in the past decade by earthquakes, 
slides, even some fires etc. The earthquake which rattled 
Gangtok on Valentine’s Day 2006 is almost forgotten now 
and very few appear to have learned anything from the 
string of landslides which poured down Gangtok with 
devastating effect in 1997. The 18 Sept temblor, people 
remember, but even that is fading memory at least in as 
much as the do’s and don’ts go. What cannot be forgotten 
either is that Gangtok, and several other parts of Sikkim, 
also have a track record of having emptied out into the 
streets when rumour spread that an earthquake would 
be visiting again. Some of the people’s representatives 
who now represent urban populations must have been 
among the thousands who camped out that embarrassing 
night of March 2006. So yes, a sensitisation on urban 
risk management is well invested especially for the 
councilors because they are aware of the death-traps that 
urban housing infrastructure has become and will hence 
take easily to risk management tips provided they are 
reminded often enough of the need.

The Teesta valley and portions of Rangeet were hit 
severely by landslides this year, cutting off villages, forcing 
relocation of families and traumatising with the wild 
rush of debris. Almost everywhere, the affected people 
were caught unawares [in that they had no mitigation 
plans ready] and the landslides were “unexpected” one 
is told. The correct term would really be “unprepared.” 
Unprepared, is inexcusable for a population that has 
lived with slides and shakes since forever and specially 
not at this juncture when there is not only a full-
fledged department for Disaster Risk Management and 
earmarked funds as well. How can any area in Sikkim 
not have a risk reduction plan to limit the damage caused 
by landslides and earthquakes? How can any area not 
have a ready response plan of action spelled out and 
codified, still? Unless one understand the causes, how can 
safeguards against such disasters in the future be devised? 
Preparation requires accepting that a threat exists and 
then understanding the reasons causing them. This 
applies as aptly to the problem of garbage management as 
it does to disaster risk management. It is also important to 
bear in mind that subject experts are not area experts and 
hence speak in wide generalisations when what is really 
required are customised plans for Sikkim. The experts 
and their knowledge can be best utilised if one makes 
Sikkim-specific details available to them so that they can 
advise the State exactly where it is going wrong and what 
it should set right. It is here that the State fails. The knee-
jerkism refuses to go away. Everyone gets busy with the 
distribution of relief and completion of restoration works. 
Of course these are required, but at the risk of sounding 
too repetitive, it is equally important to study what has 
happened. 

Not just study, but also remember. 

How Big Companies are Targeting Middle Income 
Countries to Boost Ultra-Processed Food Sales

EDWIN KWONG, JOANNA WILLIAMS, PHILLIP 
BAKER, ROB MOODIE & THIAGO M SANTOS
theconversation.com

Ultra-processed foods might not be a familiar 
term to many people. But it is an emerging, 

and increasingly dominant type of food in the 
world. They are foods typically created through 
a “series of industrial techniques and processes”.

They are designed to be potentially more 
addictive. They are also hyper-palatable, meaning 
that they can create a “highly rewarding eating 
experience that may facilitate overconsumption”. 
And they are heavily marketed products, such as 
soft drinks, instant noodles and baby formula.

Ultra-processed foods are often high in calories, 
added sugars, trans-fats, and sodium. They also 
undergo extensive industrial processing and often 
contain many artificial additives. This makes them 
harmful to health. Their consumption is associated 
with higher risks of obesity, cardiovascular 
disease, type 2 diabetes, certain cancers, and other 
noncommunicable diseases (NCDs).

Ultra-processed foods consumption is already 
high. But it is unlikely to increase further in high-
income countries like Australia and the US where 
sales have peaked. This means that corporations 
producing these products are rapidly expanding 
their operations in industrialising countries. 
Examples include South Africa, Indonesia, China 
and Brazil. This raises major concerns for global 
public health, given that these countries represent 
the bulk of the world’s population.

In our recently published study, we find 
that total sales of ultra-processed foods in these 
industrialising countries will be equivalent to 
those in rich countries by 2024. These projected 
expansions of Big Food and ultra-processed food 
markets in middle income countries raises major 
concerns about the global capacity to prevent and 
treat NCDs.

How then, despite the well-documented harms 
of ultra-processed foods for health, is the food 
industry managing to establish, grow and sustain 
their markets worldwide?

Below, we highlight the key market and political 
practices that corporations (which we termed Big 
Food in our paper) use in pursuit of these goals, and 
also make recommendations on how to curb their 
influence.

MARKET PRACTICES – SUPRA-NATIONAL AND 
HYPER-LOCAL

The market practices used by the ultra-
processed foods industry to grow and sustain their 
markets can be classified into three main categories.

Firstly, the establishment of global production 
networks by foreign companies has seen a rapid 
growth of investment in local assets, such as factories, 
in middle-income countries. This indicates their 
intentions to expand in these countries. In many 
instances, this rapid growth has been driven by 
partnerships with, or acquisitions of domestic 
competitors. An example is the the acquisition of the 
confectionery company Hsu Fu Chi in China by Nestlé.

Investments like these can translate to greater 
political leverage, as governments compete for 
these often lucrative business deals.

Secondly, the creation of extensive local 
distribution networks that facilitates the expansion 
of large companies at a sub-national level. This has 
enabled ultra-processed foods to be widely sold via 
local supermarkets and convenience stores. These 
are proliferating in middle-income countries to 
reach poorer and rural populations.

Other strategies are also employed, such as 
Nestlé’s micro-distribution system of using door-to-
door salespeople to reach thousands of households 
in Brazilian favelas, as well as a direct sales service 
to customers during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Finally, Big Food uses diverse marketing 
strategies to target previously unreached 
populations. Using the techniques of “surveillance 
capitalism”, these corporations are able to collect 
more and more behavioural data, and create 
personalised advertising. This enables them to 
better influence consumer behaviour through their 
digital marketing.

They further increase the visibility and 
desirability of their products by sponsoring large 
sporting events. This could be seen in South Africa, 
where Coca-Cola was one of the sponsors of the 
2010 FIFA World Cup.

POLITICAL PRACTICES TO UNDERMINE 
EFFECTIVE HEALTH PROMOTION

To grow and sustain its markets, Big Food has 
not only made large investments in marketing 
and promotion. It has also implemented political 
strategies to prevent, delay or weaken regulations 
that constrain its marketing activities. They can be 
grouped into three main categories.

Firstly, lobbying is a key corporate political 
activity used to get policies implemented which 
represent the interests of Big Food.

This lobbying power was evident in Colombia, 
where over 90 lobbyists worked to influence 
legislators during the soda tax bill debate. It led 
to the bill not being passed, despite widespread 
community support.

Policy substitution is also commonly used to 
make policies more amenable to a corporation 
or industry. For example, South Africa, Mexico, 
Thailand and Brazil all have self-regulatory codes 
on advertising to children. Initially, government 
regulation had been proposed. But this was watered 
down and altered through extensive lobbying.

Large corporations also engage in diluting, 
obscuring and obstructing legitimate science. They 
fund research that favours industry and criticise 
evidence to emphasise uncertainty. An example 
is the industry-funded research organisation, the 
International Life Sciences Institute. It successfully 
lobbied the Chinese government to reframe its 
obesity policy to focus on physical activity, instead 
of diet.

Finally, Big Food also uses strategies such as 
public-private partnerships and corporate social 
responsibility initiatives to generate a smokescreen 
of goodwill with civil society. The aim is to reshape 
its image, as well as to co-opt some parts of civil 
society to advocate for its interests.

In Indonesia, Nestlé, Coca-Cola, and Mondelez 
have all undertaken significant corporate social 
responsibility projects to strengthen their 

relationships with the government, local NGOs and 
religious institutions.

Similarly in South Africa, having partnered with 
the Department of Basic Education, Nestlé aimed to 
provide its products to over half of all South African 
primary school students in the guise of “nutrition”.

FIGHTING BACK TO PROTECT HEALTH - WHAT 
CAN BE DONE?

Taking on the ultra-processed food industry 
with its considerable political and economic power 
is an enormous task. Nevertheless, drawing upon 
evidence of successful campaigns from around the 
world, there are concrete and effective steps that 
can be taken.

Get the right people: The right people, with the 
right skills, training, and experience are crucial to 
tackling the power of Big Food. These factors were 
essential in the passage of the sugar-sweetened 
beverage tax in Mexico. They were also crucial 
in Thailand’s multi-dimensional response to the 
noncommunicable diseases pandemic.

Build networks to pool resources: Individuals 
and organisations with a shared purpose working 
together is essential when creating political 
commitment and securing nutrition policy changes. 
Networks should have a diversity of members, 
including those from low- and middle-income 
countries, to build credibility. They can collaborate 
and pool resources, and partner with people and 
organisations from other disciplines to mount more 
comprehensive, effective, and successful campaigns.

Governments need to step up: They should 
monitor what drives the consumption of ultra-
processed foods. They should also be transparent 
about political donations, funding of research, and 
the legislative environment around ultra-processed 
food products.

Expand what counts as public health skills: 
People with diverse skill sets that are often missing 
in traditional public health responses should be 
recruited to limit corporate power. This includes 
people with lived experiences of noncommunicable 
diseases, digital strategists, experts in business, 
trade and governance, investigative journalists, and 
lawyers.

TRANSNATIONAL COOPERATION IS NEEDED
To address the power of transnational 

corporations, a transnational response is required. 
The power and size of these large corporations often 
enable them to circumvent the laws and regulations 
of the countries their products are produced and 
consumed in.

A truly cooperative approach between 
international organisations, governments, and civil 
society – using the above recommendations – can 
rein in the harmful activities of Big Food globally. 
People’s health must be prioritised over corporate 
profits.

[Edwin Kwong is Research Fellow, The University 
of Melbourne; Joanna Williams is PhD Candidate, 
Swinburne University of Technology;Phillip Baker 

is Research Fellow, Institute for Physical Activity 
and Nutrition, Deakin University, Deakin University; 

Rob Moodie is Professor of Public Health, The 
University of Melbourne; Thiago M Santos is 

PhD candidate, Federal University of Pelotas]

Are COVID-19 boosters ethical, with 
half the world waiting for a first shot?

NANCY S. JECKER
theconversation.com

Should countries that can afford 
COVID-19 booster vaccines 

offer them to residents if scientists 
recommend them?
The director-general of the World 
Health Organization, Tedros 
Adhanom Ghebreyesus, has made his 
position clear, calling for countries 
to impose a moratorium on boosters 
until 10% of people in every country 
are vaccinated. His plea comes amid 
mounting concerns about the slow 
progress getting COVID-19 vaccines 
to people in low-income countries.

Like the WHO, some ethicists, 
including me, have argued that the 
world must stand together in solidarity 
to end the pandemic.

Yet as of Sept. 14, of the 5.76 
billion doses of vaccine that have been 
administered globally, only 1.9% went 
to people in low-income countries. 

Meanwhile, many wealthy countries 
have begun offering COVID-19 boosters 
to fully vaccinated, healthy adults.

Early evidence on the benefit of 
COVID-19 boosters to protect against 
severe disease and death cuts both 
ways. Some experts tout their benefits, 
while others argue against them for 
now. As a philosopher who studies 
justice and global bioethics, I believe 
everyone needs to wrestle with another 
question: the ethics of whether to offer 
boosters while people in poor countries 
go without.

A DANGEROUS GAP
The WHO’s call for a moratorium 

on boosters is an appeal to fairness: the 

idea that it’s unfair for richer countries 
to use up more of the global vaccine 
supply while 58% of people in the 
world have not received their first shots.

In some countries, such as Tanzania, 
Chad and Haiti, fewer than 1% of people 
have received a vaccine. Meanwhile, 
in wealthy nations, most citizens are 
fully vaccinated – 79% of people in the 
United Arab Emirates, 76% in Spain, 
65% in the U.K., and 53% in the U.S.

In the U.S., the Centers for 
Disease Control and Prevention has 
recommended boosters for moderately 
to severely immunocompromised people. 
President Biden has publicly endorsed 
offering boosters to all Americans 
eight months after they complete their 
second shots, pending Food and Drug 
Administration approval. Yet on Sept. 17, 
the FDA’s advisory panel recommended 
against a third dose of the Pfizer vaccine 
for most Americans, though they did 
endorse boosters for people over age 65 
or at higher risk.

On Aug. 11, before the CDC had 
authorized boosters for anyone – 
including immunocompromised people 
– it estimated that 1 million Americans 
had decided not to wait and got a third 
vaccine. It is unclear whether some of 
them were advised by doctors to seek 
a booster shot based on, for example, 
age or compromised immunity. Some 
healthy Americans have reportedly lied to 
gain access to unauthorized shots, telling 
pharmacists – falsely – that this is their 
first shot. In addition to raising concerns 
about fairness, gross disparities between 
vaccine haves and have-nots violate an 
ethical principle of health equity. This 

principle holds that the world ought to 
help those who are most in need – people 
in low-income countries who cannot 
access a single dose.

There’s also a purely utilitarian case 
to be made for delaying boosters. Even 
if boosters save lives and prevent severe 
disease, they benefit people far less than 
first shots, a notion known as diminishing 
marginal utility.

For example, the original laboratory 
studies of the Pfizer vaccine showed more 
than 90% protection for most people 
against severe disease and death after the 
primary, two-dose series. Booster shots, 
even if they boost immunity, give much 
less protection: perhaps less than 10% 
protection, according to a preliminary 
study.

As a recent article in a leading medical 
journal, The Lancet, points out, “Even 
if boosting were eventually shown to 
decrease the medium-term risk of serious 
disease, current vaccine supplies could 
save more lives if used in previously 
unvaccinated populations than if used 
as boosters in vaccinated populations.” 
Moreover, when scarce vaccines are used 
as boosters, rather than as first shots for 
the unvaccinated, that allows the virus to 
replicate and mutate, potentially creating 
variants of concern that undercut vaccine 
protection.

BUY IT, USE IT?
While the ethical argument for 

delaying boosters is strong, critics 
think it is not strong enough to override 
every nation’s duty to protect its own 
people. According to one interpretation 
of this view, countries should adopt an 
“influenza standard.” In other words, 

governments are justified in prioritizing 
their own residents until the risks of 
COVID-19 are similar to the flu season’s. 
At that point, governments should 
send vaccine supplies to countries with 
greater needs.

One could argue that since rich 
countries have bought millions of 
doses, they are the rightful owners of 
those vaccines and are ethically free to 
do as they wish. Yet critics argue that 
vaccines are not owned by anyone, even 
by the pharmaceutical companies that 
develop them. Instead, they represent 
the final part of product development 
that is years in the making and the result 
of many people’s labors. Moreover, 
most COVID-19 vaccines were publicly 
funded, principally by governments 
using taxpayer dollars.

Since 1995, the World Trade 
Organization has required its 
member states to enforce intellectual 
property rights, including patents for 
vaccines. Currently, however, the trade 
organization’s members are debating 
proposals to temporarily waive patents 
on COVID-19-related products during 
the pandemic.

Some commentators suggest that 
the whole debate over boosters is 
overblown and not really about ethics 
at all. They propose simply calling 
boosters something else: “final doses.”

But regardless of what we call 
boosters, the ethical question the 
WHO’s director-general raised remains: 
Is giving these shots a fair and equitable 
way to distribute a lifesaving vaccine?

[the writer is Professor of 
Bioethics and Humanities, School of 
Medicine, University of Washington]
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Arunachal Pradesh Advocate General 
Nilay Dutta dies of heart attack at 68 

Guwahati, 19 Sept 
[PTI]: Arunachal 
Pradesh Advocate 
General Nilay Dutta died 
of a massive heart attack 
in Karnataka's Coorg on 
Sunday. He was 68, and is 
survived by his wife, son 
and daughter.
"The renowned advocate 
had gone to Coorg on 
Wednesday to celebrate 
his 46th marriage 
anniversary. He suffered 
a massive heart attack 
around 2.30 AM on 
Sunday in the resort 
where his family was 
staying and he died 
before reaching the 
hospital," a close friend 
of Dutta said.

His family said that 
he will be cremated in 
Bengaluru during the 
day as his body cannot be 
brought back to Assam, 
from where he hailed, for 
the next three days due 
to COVID-19 protocols in 
Karnataka.

On Friday and 
Saturday, Dutta had 
himself uploaded on 
Twitter several pictures 
of his anniversary 
celebrations with his 
family and close friends. 
He was among the 
most prominent and 
distinguished legal 
brains of Assam and 
the Northeast, and had 
argued several cases in 

the Supreme Court.
Dutta had studied in 

the St. Stephen's College 
in Delhi and was later 
involved in the Naxalite 
movement, for which 
he was arrested and 
imprisoned. After his 
release, he became a 
bank employee and then 
an advocate. He held the 
post of the Advocate 
General of Arunachal 
Pradesh since 2016.

An avid sports 
lover, Dutta was the 
president of the Assam 
Cricket Association 
and did umpiring in 
several international 
cricket matches. He was 
also a member of the 
High-Level Committee 
(HLC) of the Union 
Home Ministry on the 
Clause-6 of the Assam 
Accord that submitted 

its report in February 
last year.

His untimely death 
triggered reactions 
from across the political 
spectrum.

"In his passing away, 
we have lost a legendary 
legal luminary of the 
North East. My sincere 
condolences to his family 
and prayers for his soul 
to attain highest abode," 
Arunachal Pradesh Chief 
Minister Pema Khandu 
tweeted.

Mr Khandu's Assam 
counterpart Himanta 
Biswa Sarma said that his 
state has lost one of the 
brightest lawyers, who 
had also contributed 
to many other fields 
including sports 
administration.

"His demise has 
created a huge void 

difficult to be filled 
up. Offer my deepest 
condolences to his family 
and well-wishers," Mr 
Sarma tweeted.

Union Minister of 
Shipping, Ports and 
Waterways Sarbananda 
Sonowal said in a Twitter 
post, "A scholar with 
brilliant legal acumen, 
his death is a huge loss 
to the fraternity. My 
deepest condolences to 
his family and friends."

Union Law and Justice 
Minister Kiren Rijiju 
expressed deep sorrow 
over Dutta's death.

"A renowned legal 
luminary of North-East 
who had been a guide 
to many young lawyers 
& professionals. My 
heartfelt condolences to 
his family," Mr Rijiju said.

Congress leader 

Rahul Gandhi also 
offered his condolences 
to the family of the senior 
advocate. "He was a great 
lawyer and a passionate 
cricket administrator. 
He will be fondly 
remembered," Mr Gandhi 
said on Facebook.

The party's Lok 
Sabha MP Gaurav Gogoi 
said he will miss Dutta 
for his wit, legal acumen, 
interest in politics and 
commitment to Assam.

"While his death has 
left an irreplaceable 
void, he will live forever 
through his many 
contributions to the 
society," the son of former 
Assam chief minister 
Tarun Gogoi said.

Assam Congress 
chief Bhupen Kumar 
Borah expressed 
shock and sorrow over 
Dutta's death. "...one of 
the renowned cricket 
umpires, a social worker 
and thinker. I pray to 
God for eternal peace 
of Dutta's departed 
soul and my heartfelt 
condolences to his 
family in this time of 
grief," he said.

Trinamool Congress 
leader Sushmita Dev 
offered her condolences 
and said Dutta was "one 
of the sharpest legal 
minds, much revered by 
all".

Babul Supriyo not politically significant, 
departure not a loss to BJP: Suvendu Adhikari 

Kolkata, 19 Sept: 
After former Union 
Minister Babul Supriyo 
joined Trinamool 
Congress (TMC), Leader 
of Opposition in West 
Bengal Assembly 
Suvendu Adhikari on 
Saturday said Supriyo's 
departure did not cause 
any loss to the BJP since 
he is not politically 
significant.

Mr Adhikari, while 
speaking to ANI said, 
"This is his personal 
decision. Babul ji should 
immediately resign 
from membership of 
Parliament. Before 
leaving, he should have 
informed the BJP. BJP has 
not suffered any loss due 
to his departure. He is 
not a mass leader. Babul 
Supriyo is also not even a 
good political organizer. 
He does not have political 
significance. I did not get 
a chance to work with 
him for a long time. But 
personally, he is a good 
friend."

"He had the issue of 
status and ministership. 
I had been a cabinet 
minister in the state 
government and held 
three big positions. But 
I left everything and 
joined BJP on ethical 
and ideological ground. 
Supriyo had been only 
a Minister of State. He 
was a minister for seven 
years. Not a single booth 
president will go after 

him. He has no political 
impact," he added.

Former Union 
Minister and ex-BJP 
MP Babul Supriyo on 
Saturday formally joined 
TMC. He had quit the 
BJP following the recent 
Union Cabinet reshuffle.

Sitting MP Babul 
Supriyo joined the 
Trinamool family in the 
presence of National 
General Secretary 
Abhishek Banerjee and 
Rajya Sabha MP Derek 
O'Brien.

Speaking to ANI, 
Mr Supriyo said, "I 
accepted the opportunity 
given to me by Didi 
(Mamata Banerjee) 
and Abhishek. I left 
politics wholeheartedly 
and I am accepting 
the opportunity 
wholeheartedly. I met 
Abhishek Banerjee. The 
work to be done for 
Bengal was presented 

before me. I am excited. 
I want to work under the 
leadership of Didi. I will 
meet Didi on Monday."

Earlier in August, BJP 
leader Babul Supriyo 
said he will continue to 
work constitutionally as 
a Member of Parliament 
but has withdrawn 
himself from active 
politics.

"I will continue to 
work constitutionally 
as an MP in Asansol. 
Politics is beyond the 
constitutional post 
and I withdraw myself 
from it. I will not 
join any other party. 
I will vacate the MP 
bungalow in Delhi 
and release security 
personnel from their 
duties soon," Mr 
Supriyo had told ANI.

Earlier, Mr Supriyo 
had announced he was 
leaving politics and will 
also resign as an MP. He 

had stated that he would 
not join any political 
party and neither have 
the parties including 
the Trinamool Congress, 
CPI(M) or Congress 
called him.

Babul Supriyo had 
resigned in August as 
minister of state for 
Environment, Forest 
and Climate Change. 
In a Facebook post, he 
said that there was a 
difference of opinion 
between him and the 
state BJP leaders and that 
the difference of opinion 
among senior leaders 
was "harming the party".

Notably, Mr Supriyo's 
security cover has been 
changed to Y from the Z 
category this morning. 
He has been given 
security by the central 
government. Mr Supriyo 
has a security cover 
of the Central Reserve 
Police Force.

Forced labour, cyber crimes 
zoom up in Odisha

Bhubaneswar, Sep 
19 (PTI): The highest 
number of victims who 
were trafficked for 
forced labour last year 
were from Odisha, which 
also saw cyber crimes 
shoot up by a whopping 
30 per cent amid the 
coronavirus lockdown, 
according to NCRB 
report.

The state registered 
one of the highest rates 
of murders and attempts 
to murder in the country, 
as well as the biggest 
crime rate per lakh 
population in cases of 
hit and run, dacoity and 
criminal intimidation, 
the National Crime 
Records Bureau (NCRB) 
said in its latest report.

The rate of cyber 
crimes was 4.2 per lakh 
population in the state, 
higher than the national 
rate of 3.7, according 
to the Crime in India 
2020' report that was 
published on Tuesday.

The state reported 
1,931 cyber crimes in 
2020, an increase of 
30.03 per cent from 
1,485 in the previous 
year and staggering 129 
per cent from 843 in 
2018, the report stated.

Odisha is the 
third highest in the 
country with 524 cases 
of publication and 
transmission of obscene 

or sexually-explicit 
acts in an electronic 
form. With 220 cases, 
it recorded the highest 
incidents of defamation, 
morphing and indecent 
representation of 
women.

The state is in the 
fourth position in the 
number of cyber frauds 
with 1,079 cases, 
including 132 credit or 
debit card fraud and 549 
online banking scams. 
A total of 369 people 
were arrested for cyber 
crimes.

There were 103 cases 
of human trafficking, a 
29.93 per cent reduction 
from 147 incidents in 
2019. However, the 
number of victims who 
were trafficked stood 
at 741, including 287 
women and 159 children, 
the second highest in the 
country.

It topped the list in 
the number of people 
above 18 years who were 
victims of trafficking, the 
NCRB said.

As many as 653 
people were trafficked 
for the purpose of forced 
labour, the highest among 
all the states and Union 
territories. It is 44.97 per 
cent of the total victims 
who were trafficked 
for forced labour in the 
country last year.

A total of 764 people, 

including 280 women, 
were rescued in 2020, 
while 189 suspects were 
arrested on charges of 
human trafficking.

According to the 
NCRB, 1,470 people were 
murdered in the state 
with a rate of 3.2 per lakh 
population, the fourth 
highest in the country. 
The state reported 4,135 
incidents of attempts to 
murder with a rate of 
9.1 per lakh population, 
the third highest in the 
country.

The report stated that 
3,735 hit-and-run cases, 
involving 3,874 victims, 
occurred in Odisha 
last year, recording the 
highest rate of 8.2 in the 
country.

There were 307 
incidents of dacoity 
involving 321 victims 
with the biggest rate 
of 0.7 in the nation. It 
is second after Delhi in 
robberies, registering a 
4.8 crime rate per lakh 
population with 2,162 
cases.

A total of 3,524 
incidents of forgery, 
cheating and fraud 
occurred last year. The 
state topped the list 
under the category of 
criminal intimidation 
as it recorded a rate of 
48.4 crimes per lakh 
population with 22,027 
cases.

Assam reports 365 new COVID cases, two more fatalities
GUWAHATI, SEP 18 
(PTI): Assam reported 
two more COVID-19 
deaths on Saturday, raising 
the toll to 5,790, while the 
coronavirus tally mounted 
to 5,97,709 with 365 fresh 
cases, a National Health 
Mission bulletin said.

The two fatalities 
due to the infection were 
recorded in Jorhat and 
Nagaon, it said.

The current death 
rate is at 0.97 per cent, 
and 1,347 COVID-positive 
patients have died due to 
other ailments.

Of the new cases, 
97 were reported from 
Kamrup Metro, 32 from 
Jorhat, 27 from Golaghat 
and 21 from Barpeta.

The state now has 

3,716 active cases, down 
from the previous day's 
3,818, and 465 people 
were cured of the disease 
during the day, taking the 
total number of recoveries 
to 5,86,856.

The recovery rate 
among coronavirus 
patients in the state stands 
at 98.18

The new cases were 
detected from 55,861 
sample tests, marginally 
higher than 55,049 
conducted on the previous 
day.

According to the 
bulletin, the daily 
positivity rate was at 0.65 
per cent, up from 0.49 per 
cent on Friday.

Assam has so far 
conducted over 2.29 crore 

sample tests for COVID-19.
More than 2.18 

crore people have been 
inoculated, and 45.31 
lakh of them got both 
doses of the vaccines, 
the bulletin said. 
Meanwhile, Assam Chief 
Minister Himanta Biswa 
Sarma on Saturday said 
the state government 
has strengthened 
infrastructure at its 
healthcare facilities, 
which has resulted in 
better treatment.

The government will 
continue to improve 
medical infrastructure 
as well as strengthening 
manpower in these 
facilities.

Sarma was speaking 
after inaugurating 80 

ICU beds, including 40 
paediatric ones, at Silchar 
Medical College and 
Hospital on the first day of 
his two-day visit to Barak 
Valley.

"With streamlining of 
medicine procurement, 
inclusion of additional 
manpower and 
i n f r a s t r u c t u r a l 
development, the 
health sector has made 
phenomenal progress in 
the state. People are getting 
advanced treatment in 
all government medical 
colleges and hospitals," 
he said.

Sarma also said as a 
part of understanding 
with Coal India Ltd, 
another 40 ICU beds will 
be added to the SMCH.

Congress launches campaign to 
appoint media team in UP 

LUCKNOW, 19 SEPT 
[PTI]: Ahead of the 
Uttar Pradesh Assembly 
elections, the Congress 
has launched a campaign 
to appoint party 
spokespersons and 
media coordinators in 
different districts of the 
state.

Candidates will have 
to clear a written and 
oral examination to be 

selected for the posts, 
party officials said.

As part of the 
campaign, ''Bane 
Congress ki Awaaz'' 
(Become the voice of 
Congress), a team of 
Congress leaders will 
visit different districts 
to select potential 
spokespersons and 
media coordinators, 
Pankaj Srivastava, vice 

chairman of Media and 
Communication Department 
of the Uttar Pradesh 
Congress Committee, said on 
Saturday.

Every Congress 
worker and supporter 
will be given the chance 
to become a party 
spokesperson or media 
coordinator, he said.

Anyone who feels 
committed to the 

Constitution of the 
country and the politics 
of the Congress party 
and can effectively put 
them before the public 
can become a part of this 
campaign, he added.

Mr Srivastava said a 
district-level written and 
oral examination will be 
held for both posts and the 
dates will be announced 
soon.
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Rasheda Ali: ‘I hope this film tells 
my dad’s story to a new generation’

EDWARD HELMORE
Los Angeles, 19 
Sept [theGuardian]: 
In February 1964 
Muhammad Ali, then 
22-year-old Cassius Clay 
of Louisville, Kentucky, 
proclaimed for the first 
time “I am the greatest” 
before snatching, from 
Sonny Liston, the first 
of his three world 
heavyweight boxing 
titles.

It was true then 
as now, but as a 
comprehensive new, four-
part PBS documentary 
Muhammad Ali by the 
acclaimed film-maker 
Ken Burns establishes, 
there was more intricacy 
to the charismatic and 
controversial boxer’s 
life than his towering 
sporting mythology 
sometimes allows.

“My dad did not have 
an easy life,” Rasheda 
Ali, one of his seven 
daughters, told the 
Observer. “He had many 
divorces, many setbacks, 
with the supreme court 
and the draft, and he 
sacrificed a lot of his 
livelihood so that his 
people could be free.”

The documentary, 
six years in the making 
and co-directed by 
Burns’s daughter, Sarah, 
and David McMahon, 
draws from 40 years of 

archival film and arrives 
at a time of intense 
cultural change in the US. 
Rasheda, whom Burns 
describes as possessing 
a spirit like her father’s, 
says she hopes the series 
tells his story “to a new 
generation of people 
who aren’t familiar 
with people who have 
large platforms and are 
socially responsible with 
them”.

“You can see 
throughout that this 
gentle man is outside his 
comfort zone,” she says. 
“He was a small-town 
boy automatically thrust 
into the mainstream. But 
even at a young age he 
was transcendental in 
his thinking. He always 
thought his platform 
would be large, and 
given the opportunity 
he would use it to help 
people. In his 20s he was 
changing the world, and 
he probably thought he’d 
never be in that position.”

Her father, she 
continues, “faced 
extreme racism, police 
brutality, people who are 
Islamophobic. We’re still 
fighting that battle now. 
He can’t be here for us to 
see, but he can still show 
us how to take charge 
and make a difference.”

Burns said he wanted 
to take on the full arc of 

Ali’s life. “It’s an attempt 
to get beyond the 
conventional wisdom,” 
he said. “We wanted to 
tell not just the story 
of fights, some like 
Shakespeare with their 
internal and external 
drama, but his religious 
journey and personal 
life, the intersection with 
all the important themes 
in America of the last 
half of the 20th century 
– the role of sports, 
black athletes, questions 
of black masculinity 
and manhood, the 
complicated dynamics 
of a changing civil rights 
movement, race, war, 
politics, sex – all themes 
we grapple with today.”

Among the themes 
is the extent to which 
Ali was scarred by 
the racially motivated 
murder of 14-year-old 
Emmett Till in Mississippi 
in 1955. “They were the 
same age,” Rasheda says. 
“For him to look at this 
tragic lynching of this 
beautiful young boy, it 
was so abominable that 
it motivated him to get 
up and make change. He 
felt he was on this earth 
to help people. He wasn’t 
stuck in this world, he 
wasn’t hung up on his 
condition. He was more 
concerned about where 
he was going to go after.”

The boxer Jack 
Johnson, subject of a 2004 
Burns documentary, 
Unforgivable Blackness, 
also emerges as a 
powerful influence, says 
the film-maker. Indeed, 
Ali’s trainer Angelo 
Dundee would shout 
“ghost in the house, ghost 
in the house” during 
bouts to remind him that 
he was not alone.

“Jack Johnson wanted 
to be his own person 
and to achieve a kind 
of freedom. That was 
intolerable to white 
society. When they could 
not beat him in the ring, 
they went after him in 
other ways.”

“It was very similar to 
Ali. They went after him 
for what they perceived 
to be political beliefs 
when they were in fact 
sincerely held religious 
beliefs. America couldn’t 
see a black man making a 
religious decision so they 
treated it as a political 
insult and prosecuted 
him.”

Rasheda says many 
African-Americans didn’t 
agree with her father. 
“They thought he was 
ungrateful to come on 
to a national stage and 
be braggadocious. They 
were brain-washed, in a 
sense.”

Ali’s daughter has 

carried on his work. 
She has written two 
books about living with 
Parkinson’s, which her 
father suffered for 30 
years until his death 
five years ago. The 
jester in him, she says, 
never disappeared, and 
he would join in the 
practical jokes on family 
members even as his 
faculties began to fade.

“He never said no to 
anyone, he was down 
to earth, and he loved 
being Muhammed Ali,” 
Rashada says. “We grew 
up watching all of this, so 
how’s that not going to 
rub off?”

Her son, Nico, 
became a boxer like 
his grandfather and 
aunt Laila. “That was 
his connection to his 
grandpa,” she says. “They 
talked about it, and my 
dad was excited about 
him embarking on this 
career because he loved 
it so much.”

She feels that her 
father didn’t choose 
boxing, but boxing chose 
him. “There’s is a clip 
of my father saying, 
‘I’m here for reason 
I don’t know. I just 
want freedom.’ So we 
knew boxing was just 
a platform and he was 
going to use that platform 
to do good things.”

Amir Khan says he was escorted 
from US flight ‘for no reason’

London, 19 Sept [PA 
MEDIA]: British boxer 
Amir Khan has said he 
was escorted from a 
flight in the US by police 
“for no reason”.

The 34-year-old, 
who has also appeared 
on reality television 
shows including I’m a 
Celebrity … Get Me Out 
of Here!, claimed he had 
been banned by American 
Airlines.

In a video posted to 
Twitter, the boxer said he 
had been trying to fly to a 
training camp in Colorado 
from New York, but he and 
a colleague were removed 
when someone complained 
his colleague’s mask “was 
not high enough”.

He spoke of being 
“disgusted” by his alleged 
treatment. Khan said: “I 
was taken off the plane 
today when I was going to 
training camp to Colorado 
Springs by the police.

“Obviously a 
complaint was made 
by American Airlines 
staff, they said that my 
colleague’s mask was not 
high enough and not up, 
that they had to stop the 
plane and take me and 
my friend off when I did 
nothing wrong.

“They kicked us 
both off, I was sat on 

1A, he was sat on 1B – 
I find it so disgusting 
and so disrespectful, I 
was supposed to go to 
Colorado Springs for a 
training camp and now 
I’m back in New York for 
another day.

“Now I have to 
reschedule another 
airplane to travel back 
to training camp which 
is really upsetting, for 
no reason this was and 
I’m just so disgusted that 
American Airlines would 
do this to us and ban me 
from travelling.

“I’m sure there 
must be cameras on the 
airplane that they could 
see, or someone should 
see, to see that if my 
colleague really was bad 
in anyway or caused a 
scene in a way where he 
had to be taken off the 
plane – I’ve never seen 
this happen before.”

American Airlines 
said in a statement that 
before take-off, the 
aircraft had “returned to 
the gate to deplane two 
customers who reportedly 
refused to comply with 
repeated crew member 
requests to stow luggage, 
place cell phones in 
airplane mode and adhere 
to federal face covering 
requirements”.

Emma Raducanu returns 
to homemade dumplings 
after US Open ‘whirlwind’

London, 19 Sept 
[PA MEDIA]: Emma 
Raducanu spent her first 
night back in the UK 
tucking into her mother’s 
homemade dumplings 
and watching a replay of 
her US Open final victory. 
The 18-year-old arrived 
back at home in Bromley 
on Thursday, five days 
after an historic victory 
in New York.

Raducanu then spent 
Friday morning doing the 
rounds of TV and radio, 
telling BBC Breakfast: 
“I think it’s gradually 
sinking in a bit more. 
Last night I rewatched 
the final and tried to 
relive a couple of the 
moments and remember 
how it felt. But it’s still 
such a whirlwind of an 
experience. I’ve loved 
every moment of it. It 
is something that is 
very difficult to fully 
comprehend.

“When I was 
watching it, it almost 
feels like that’s not me 
who’s playing and pulling 
off some of those shots. I 
knew exactly what was 
going to happen but still 
there’s some very tense 
moments and I was really 
proud of how I came 
through some moments. 
And the timeout at the 
end, I didn’t realise 
how stressful that was 
watching on TV.”

Sign up to The Recap, 
our weekly email of 
editors’ picks.

Raducanu also 
revealed she felt 
something was a “little 
bit off” before the US 
Open final. She said: 
“Thank you so much to 
everyone who watched 
and supported and sent 
me some really kind 
messages. I would say the 
most important thing for 
me was to stay relaxed 
and in the moment 
because there was a lot at 
stake in the final, and it’s 
just very important not 
to get ahead of yourself 
and to treat each point 
one at a time, and I think 
that’s what I managed to 
do very well.

“Before the match I 
was nervous, I felt like 
something wasn’t quite 
right, something felt a 
little bit off, but I couldn’t 
put my finger on what 
that was and I think 
that’s just usual nerves 
because of the occasion. 
But then, once I got on to 
the court, I felt like it was 
almost any other match. 
I just treated it point for 
point and went about my 
business as usual.”

Raducanu said she 
sang Sweet Caroline 
and Mr Brightside 
after her victory 
and partied after 
her victory at the US 
Open. She said: “It 
was pretty amazing, 
after the final it was a 
really nice moment, I just 
shared it with my close 
team back at the hotel.

“On the way to the 
hotel after winning and 
leaving the club there 
was a party bus going on 
with music, good tunes 
and we were all just 
singing along, and we 
had a really nice night 
just talking until early 
on in the morning, just 
reflecting on the whole 
experience and what an 
amazing time it’s been. I 
managed to go to some 
really cool events and 
places, at the Met Gala I 
spoke to Lewis Hamilton, 
which was really cool 
being such a fan of loads 
of sports, it was really 
nice to see him and speak 
to him there. The Met 
was such an artistic event 
with great performances 
and I was very honoured 
and grateful to have been 
able to go.”

She admitted she has 
bad habits “like every 
other teenager”. Asked 
what her parents pull her 
up on, she said: “I’m not 
the most organised, so I 
need to work on that, and 
I need to work on tidying 
up, unpacking, because 
I seem to leave out the 
suitcase even three 
weeks after my trip. I 
take my dishes after I eat, 
just the usual stuff. I’m 
honestly like every other 
teenager in that way.”

Raducanu has also 
spoken of how her 
parents’ strict approach 
helped her become a 
grand slam champion. Of 
her welcome home, the 
teenager said: “They just 
gave me a hug when I 
came back, nothing crazy. 
My mum made some 
really good homemade 
dumplings. Just some 
reassurance in saying 
they’re proud of me is 
enough.”

Raducanu has not 
yet treated herself to 
anything with the £1.8m 
prize money she won. 
Both the teenager’s 
parents are in finance, 
and told ITV’s Good 
Morning Britain: “I 
know that tennis is an 
extremely expensive 
sport so it will probably 
go towards that.”

Along with a letter 
of congratulations from 
the Queen, Raducanu 
also spoke on the phone 
to prime minister Boris 
Johnson. “It was really 
nice of him and he 
congratulated me, but 
we also spoke about 
how we both wanted to 
try to inspire more kids 
in grassroots tennis and 
get more young children 
involved, and hopefully 
my win can show you 
can live a normal life and 
achieve great things,” she 
said.

Raducanu will take 
some time at home to 
rest and recover before 
deciding where to make 
her next appearance on 
tour, with Indian Wells 
next month the leading 
candidate.

Indian 
paddlers 
shine in ITTF 
Kazakhstan 
Open
NEW DELHI, SEP 19 
(PTI): The Indian pairs 
of Siddhesh Pande-Mudit 
Dani and Fidel R Snehit-
Sudhanshu Grover had to 
be content with bronze 
medals after losing their 
respective men's doubles 
semifinals at the ITTF 
Kazakhstan International 
Open in Karaganda.

Both the pairs put up 
a great show throughout 
the tournament before 
suffering defeats in 
contrasting fashion in 
their respective semi-
finals.

While Maharashtra 
duo of Mudit and 
Siddhesh suffered a 
0-3 loss against the 
Saudi Arabian pair of 
Ali Alkhadrawi and 
Abdulaziz Bu Shulaybi, 
Snehit and Sudhanshu 
went down fighting 2-3 
against Kazakh pair of 
Alan Kurmangaliyev and 
Kirill Gerassimenko.

Snehit also entered 
the singles final after 
defeating Pavel Platonov 
of Belarus 4-1.

The world number 
405 Indian will take 
on 46th ranked Kirill 
Gerassimenko of 
Kazakhstan in the gold 
medal match.

Indian women's 
doubles pair of Kaushani 
Nath and Prapti Sen also 
stormed into the final, 
outclassing Uzbek duo 
of Kamila Khalikova and 
Mekhriniso Norkulova 
3-1.

They will now face 
Valeria Kotcyur and 
Valeria Shcherbatykh of 
Russia in the title clash.
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Space tourists come back to 
Earth after three days in orbit

Florida, 19 Sept 
[alJazeera]: Four space 
tourists on board the 
SpaceX Inspiration4 
mission safely splashed 
down off Florida’s coast 
on Saturday, completing 
the first-ever three-day 
mission in Earth’s orbit 
with no professional 
astronauts on board.
The SpaceX Dragon 
capsule’s heat shield 
allowed it to withstand 
the descent, before it 
was slowed down by 
four large parachutes 
and then splashed into 
the ocean just after 7pm 
(23:00 GMT), according 
to a live video feed from 
the company.

The return from 
orbit followed a 
plunge through Earth’s 
atmosphere generating 
frictional heat that 
sent temperatures 
surrounding the outside 
of the capsule soaring 
to 1,927 degrees 
Celsius (3,500 degrees 
Fahrenheit). The group’s 
flight suits, fitted to 

special ventilation 
systems, were designed 
to keep them cool if the 
cabin heated up.

A SpaceX boat raced 
to retrieve the capsule 
and allow the four to exit 
the craft.

“That was a heck of 
a ride for us, and we’re 
just getting started,” 
billionaire businessman 
Jared Isaacman, who paid 
for the trip, radioed from 

the capsule moments 
after splashdown.

SpaceX, the private 
rocketry company 
founded by Elon Musk, 
the chief executive of 
Tesla electric carmaker, 
supplied the spacecraft, 
launched it from Florida 
and flew it from the 
company’s suburban Los 
Angeles headquarters.

Isaacman paid an 
undisclosed sum for all 

four seats on the mission.
He selected three 

others to join him 
– geoscientist and 
former NASA astronaut 
candidate Sian Proctor, 
51, physician’s assistant 
and childhood bone 
cancer survivor Hayley 
Arceneaux, 29, and 
aerospace data engineer 
and air force veteran 
Chris Sembroski, 42.

Isaacman conceived 

of the flight primarily 
to raise awareness and 
donations for one of 
his favourite causes, St 
Jude Children’s Research 
Hospital, a leading 
paediatric cancer centre 
in Memphis, Tennessee, 
where Arceneaux was a 
patient and now works.

After undergoing 
medical checks at sea, 
the group will be flown 
by helicopter back to 
Cape Canaveral where 
they blasted off on 
Wednesday.

Two rival operators, 
Virgin Galactic and 
Blue Origin, are also 
developing space 
tourism, with their 
respective founding 
executives, billionaires 
Richard Branson and 
Amazon founder Jeff 
Bezos, each going along 
for the ride.

Those suborbital 
flights, lasting a matter 
of minutes, were short 
hops compared with 
Inspiration4’s three days 
in orbit.

China’s Xi warns of ‘interference’ 
as Australia brushes off anger

Beijing, 19 Sept 
[alJazeera]: Chinese 
President Xi Jinping 
has warned against 
“interference from 
external forces” in the 
region, as Australia 
shrugged off Beijing’s 
growing anger about 
its decision to acquire 
US nuclear-powered 
submarines, and 
promised to defend the 
rule of law in airspace 
and waters where 
China has staked hotly 
contested claims.

In an address before 
the Shanghai Cooperation 
Organization (SCO) on 
Friday, Xi urged heads 
of state to “absolutely 
resist external forces to 
interfere [in] countries in 
our region at any excuse, 
and hold the future of our 
countries’ development 
and progress firmly in 
our own hands”.

His comments 
followed the 
announcement of the 
United States, United 
Kingdom and Australia 
to form a security and 

defence partnership, 
and Australia’s decision 
to buy nuclear-powered 
submarines from the US.

China’s state-owned 
publication Global 
Times also described 
Australia as “a pawn 
of the US” and called 
it “naive” for financing 
“America’s cold war 
gambit”.

“Australia could face 
the most dangerous 
consequence of being 
cannon fodder in the 
event of a military 

showdown in the region.”
Australian Prime 

Minister Scott Morrison, 
however, argued on 
Friday that China has its 
own “very substantive 
programme of nuclear 
submarine building”.

“They have every 
right to take decisions 
in their national 
interests for their 
defence arrangements 
and of course, so does 
Australia and all other 
countries,” he said in 
an interview with radio 

station 2GB.
In a series of media 

interviews, Morrison 
said his government 
was reacting to 
changing dynamics in 
the Asia-Pacific region, 
where territory is 
increasingly contested 
and competition is 
rising.

Morrison said 
Australia is “very aware” 
of China’s nuclear 
submarine capabilities 
and growing military 
investment, he 

told Channel Seven 
television.

“We are interested 
in ensuring that 
international waters 
are always international 
waters and international 
skies are international 
skies, and that the rule of 
law applies equally in all 
of these places,” he said.

Australia wanted 
to ensure that there 
were no “no-go zones” 
in areas governed 
by international law, 
Morrison said.

Climate top of the agenda 
as knife-edge race to lead 

Germany enters final stage

Chemnitz, 19 Sept 
[theGuardian]: Climate 
top of the agenda as 
knife-edge race to lead 
Germany enters final 
stage

There are both 
chuckles and jeers from 
those gathered. With a 
week to go before one 
of the most open and 
tension-filled German 
elections in years, 
Baerbock is in the last 
stages of a campaign 
that weeks ago saw her 
heading for the top job, as 
successor to Chancellor 
Angela Merkel, but in 
which she is now fighting 
for second or third place.

With Germany on 
the brink of its biggest 
political switch since 
2005, the drama of the 
final days of campaigning 
is pulling in the crowds. 
And everyone puts the 
twist on the weather that 
suits them. For Brigitte 
Jung, a retired kitchen 
help who has been 
unemployed since being 
made redundant from 
the Chemnitzer Hof hotel 
on the same square just 
over 20 years ago, the 
rain is “a sign from him 
up there that she and her 
kind are not wanted”.

The 73-year-old, 
sheltering under a lilac 
umbrella, insists that the 
environmentalist party 
would be a disaster for 
Chemnitz, the state of 
Saxony, and for Germany. 
“They’ll put up the 
price of petrol, cover 
the country with wind 
farms and ban meat,” she 
warns.

And in reference to 
two forms of transport 
the Greens have been 
promoting to cut CO2 
emissions, she adds: “I’m 
too old to ride a cargo 
bike and too poor to own 
an electric car.”

Neither is she 
enthusiastic about the 
other main contenders 
for the chancellorship. 
Armin Laschet for the 
Christian Democrats “is 
nothing but a creepy 
clown,” she says, recalling 
how he was caught 
laughing on camera at 
a tribute to those who 
died in Germany’s recent 
floods. Olaf Scholz for the 
Social Democrats, who 
is leading in the polls, 
she finds “colourless but 
probably the best of a 
bad bunch”.

Last time, she voted 
for the far-right AfD – 
along with a quarter of 
Chemnitzers – but she 
says they “will never 
get into government, so 
what’s the point of giving 
them my vote?” Despite 
her disillusionment, she 
is keen to “see the circus”, 
as she puts it, on display 
on Friday morning in this 
university city, known 
as Karl Marx Stadt in 
communist times, which 
has a strong working-
class industrial heritage.

Among the crowds 
a group of anti-vaccine 
protesters and pandemic 
sceptics try to interrupt 
the event, shouting “you 
will not force the vaccine 
poison on us” and 
blowing whistles.

Overlooking the 
square, some dark-clad, 

burly males, identifying 
themselves as members 
of the far-right scene, 
wave banners and 
jeer as a contingent of 
several dozen police 
look on. Memories of 
2018 still shape the local 
psyche: tensions over 
immigration to Germany 
spilled into street riots 
here, led by rightwing 
extremists, after the 
death of a local man for 
which two refugees were 
blamed.

In one of her few 
election tour dates in 
the former communist 
east, Baerbock, dressed 
in a black trench coat, is 
at pains to acknowledge 
the struggles of those 
who participated in 
the peaceful revolution 
to bring down the 
East German regime 
in 1989. And she says 
similar efforts are 
needed now to tackle 
the “huge challenge of 
our age,” namely the 
climate emergency. She 
predicts that Europe’s 
largest economy has the 
innovation and creative 
potential to become 
a pioneer in climate-
neutral technology, 
which she insists will 
“create well-paid jobs”, 
even as it closes down 
local coal mines.

In Saxony, the Greens 
will be lucky if they 
secure fifth place ahead 
of the far-left Die Linke. 
But they are predicted 
to secure 10% – almost 
double their vote in 2017, 
which, say policy makers 
within the party, makes 
Baerbock’s presence in 
Chemnitz worthwhile, 
not just for this election, 
but those to come.

Another reason is the 
AfD, which despite being 
predicted to lose votes 
this time round, still 
breathes down the necks 
of all the established 
parties in Saxony, as 
elsewhere in the region, 
in particular since 
entering the Bundestag 
as the main opposition 
party four years ago.

The AfD rejects what 
it views as the hysteria 
surrounding climate 
change, which it says, 
as with the coronavirus, 
is little more than an 
artificial construct being 
used to impose controls 
on the population like 
those deployed by the 
communist regime.

“Climate change 
is nothing new,” says 
Tino Chrupalla, whose 
election to the Bundestag 
for the AfD in the Saxon 
city of Görlitz has 
propelled him to the top 
echelons of the party in 
Berlin. “It makes little 
sense to tackle global 
warming – we just need 
to adjust to it.” The tax on 
CO2 emissions is nothing 
more than a “modern 
form of the selling of 
indulgences”, he insists, 
as well as warning that 
Germans are being 
fleeced by “the highest 
electricity prices in the 
world” as it attempts to 
transition to renewable 
energy. Instead of wind 
and solar energy, the party 
is determined to resurrect 
nuclear power stations.

Taliban replaces ministry for 
women with ‘guidance’ ministry

Kabul, 19 Sept 
[ a l J a z e e r a ] : 
Afghanistan’s Taliban 
rulers have set up 
a ministry for the 
“propagation of virtue 
and the prevention of 
vice” in the building 
that once housed 
the Women’s Affairs 
Ministry, escorting out 
World Bank staffers on 
Saturday as part of the 
forced move.
It was the latest troubling 
sign that the Taliban 
is restricting women’s 
rights as they settle 
into government, just a 
month since they overran 
the capital Kabul. In their 
first period of rule in 
the 1990s, the Taliban 
denied girls and women 
the right to education 
and barred them from 
public life.

Separately, three 
explosions targeted 
Taliban vehicles in 

the eastern provincial 
capital of Jalalabad on 
Saturday, killing three 
people and wounding 
20, witnesses said. There 
was no immediate claim 
of responsibility, but ISIL 
(ISIS) fighters, based in 
the area, are enemies of 
the Taliban.

The Taliban is facing 
major economic and 
security problems as 
it attempts to govern, 
and a growing challenge 
by ISIL would further 
stretch its resources.

In Kabul, a new 
sign was up outside 
the Women’s Affairs 
Ministry, announcing it 
was now the “Ministry 
for Preaching and 
Guidance and the 
Propagation of Virtue 
and the Prevention of 
Vice”.

The staff of the World 
Bank’s $100m Women’s 
Economic Empowerment 
and Rural Development 
Project, which was run 
out of the Women’s 
Affairs Ministry, were 

escorted off the grounds 
on Saturday, said project 
member Sharif Akhtar, 
who was among those 
being removed.

Videos posted to 
social media showed 
women workers from 
the ministry protesting 
outside after losing their 
jobs. No official from the 
Taliban responded to 
requests for comment.

Mabouba Suraj, 
who heads the Afghan 
Women’s Network, said 
she was astounded by the 

flurry of orders released 
by the Taliban-run 
government restricting 
women and girls.

Meanwhile, the 
Taliban-run Ministry of 
Education asked boys 
from grades 7 to 12 back 
to school on Saturday 
along with their male 
teachers, but there was 
no mention of girls in 
those grades returning 
to school. Previously, 
the Taliban’s minister 
of higher education 
said girls would be 
given equal access to 
education, albeit in 
g e n d e r - s e g r e g a t e d 
settings.

“It is becoming really, 
really troublesome … 
Is this the stage where 
the girls are going to be 
forgotten?” Suraj said. “I 
know they don’t believe 
in giving explanations, 
but explanations are very 
important.”

‘We thought 
we were 
mates’: French 
ambassador 
laments 
subterfuge 
en route to 
Sydney airport
London, 19 Sept 
[theGuardian]: The 
French ambassador to 
Australia was in a car 
heading to Sydney air-
port for an urgent flight 
back home when he re-
vealed he was “sad like 
any decent person would 
be”.

Jean-Pierre Thebault 
left Australia on Satur-
day night after Austra-
lia’s $90bn submarine 
deal with France was 
scrapped late last week, 
causing an unexpected 
rupture in the relation-
ship between two friend-
ly countries.

“I’ve seen and learned 
how deep for an Austra-
lian it is when you com-
mit to watch each other’s 
back. What makes me 
sad is that we thought we 
were mates and we were 
stabbed in the back,” 
Thebault told Guardian 
Australia on the way 
from Canberra to Sydney 
airport.

The experienced 
diplomat was recalled 
to Paris, along with his 
counterpart in Washing-
ton, as the French gov-
ernment weighs up how 
to respond to what Biden 
administration officials 
called “the biggest stra-
tegic step that Australia 
has taken in generations”.

That big step involved 
the US and the UK agree-
ing to share sensitive 
technology and help 
Australia build at least 
eight nuclear-powered 
submarines, a capability 
the allies say is needed to 
respond to growing con-
cerns about China’s mil-
itary assertiveness. The 
collateral damage from 
the deal – hatched among 
the Aukus allies in secret 
– was Australia’s existing 
plans with France’s Naval 
Group for 12 diesel-elec-
tric submarines.

Thebault maintains 
France was not given any 
forewarning.

There were Austra-
lian press reports earlier 
this year that the govern-
ment was conducting a 
review that could result 
in the contract being ter-
minated, amid concerns 
about cost increases and 
schedule slippages. In 
June, Australian defence 
officials told a Senate com-
mittee they were doing 
“prudent” contingency 
planning.

But Thebault says “at 
no point, in no way” was 
France given “any clear sig-
nal that the contract would 
be brought to an end”. 
France thought those con-
tractual issues were being 
resolved and conversations 
would continue.

“I can only say that the 
sense of treason is very 
strong,” Thebault, who 
started his posting in 
Australia 10 months ago, 
said from the car.

“And I use those words 
because of what has now 
transpired from apparent-
ly reliable sources, which 
have not received any of-
ficial denial, that it was in 
process for 18 months. It 
was intentionally decided 
to keep France complete-
ly in the dark at the same 
time that several officials 
of Australia were not only 
discussing with France the 
current [submarine] pro-
gram but were also saying 
they were willing to make 
this program a success 
and a symbol of the bilat-
eral relationship.”
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BIG

ARIES:
If everything worked out seamlessly, we 
would have nothing to work towards, Aries. 
A life without challenges? Now, that’s your 
idea of living hell. So, embrace the so-called 
obstacles as an opportunity to grow. Keep 
showing up consistently for who and what 
you love. The finish line may still be a few 
miles away, but that doesn’t mean you’re not 
on the right track.
TAURUS:
You’re known to be a lover of luxury. You’re 
known to splurge on things that make you 
feel like paradise is closer than we think. 
But, this phase of your life is all about ded-
icating yourself to the hustle and putting 
your coins away. That mysterious smile on 
your face tells us you have big plans for the 
future, and you are consistently working to-
wards them in the now.
GEMINI:
If brute force could help us win our battles, 
then our lives would be a lot different, Gem-
ini. So, keep your ego aside, if only for today. 
Practice active listening. Bring a little more 

kindness and gentleness into the equation. 
You’ll be surprised by how quickly matters 
turn in your favour when you shift your own 
vibration.
CANCER:
It’s easy to externalise the problem. Chal-
lenging to look within and observe how you 
are reacting to the given situation. So, turn 
your gaze inwards, beautiful. Listen to what 
your higher self is telling you in each mo-
ment. The answers you seek are within you. 
They’ve been within you all along, Cancer.
LEO:
It’s all or nothing, Leo. You know they’re the 
one and you’re willing to do what it takes so 
this relationship can grow. Remember, the 
road ahead isn’t always going to be easy. You 
will be challenged in more ways than one. 
Learning to honour the differences as an 
opportunity to grow is what will keep you 
together in the long run.
VIRGO:
Maybe that “ridiculous, inconvenient, con-
suming, can’t-live-without-each-other love” 
is not a fictional concept given to us by 

Ms.Bradshaw. Maybe it’s available to you 
right now and in this moment. It all comes 
down to how open you will be and whether 
or not you'll take a chance. This connection 
may not have been easy in the beginning. 
Something tells us, the gods of good juju are 
on your side, giving you the strength and 
courage you need to create a better reality 
for yourself.
LIBRA:
The Universe has an uncanny way of mirror-
ing our beliefs back at us. When we believe 
we are taken care of no matter what, both 
our wants and needs are provided for. When 
we give into the lack, on the other hand, we 
begin to face challenges of all sorts. The real 
question is: what will *you* choose, beauti-
ful? Something tells us a shift in your mind-
set will help create a quantum shift in your 
reality.
SCORPIO:
You’ve always been one for conventional 
romances. Yet, you may find yourself break-
ing your own rules. If you’ve been thinking 
about moving in with them before saying 

‘I do’, jump right in. Remember, you won’t 
know if there is potential here unless you 
give things a chance. Couples who’ve been 
together for a while now, may be thinking 
about a change of address. A slice of para-
dise away from the city where they can raise 
a family.
SAGITTARIUS:
Sagittarius, you've always lived life on your 
own terms. Why change things now? The 
upcoming full moon in Pisces is bringing 
with itself the reminder that you are a pow-
erful being blessed with the ability to create 
your own reality. So, exercise your manifest-
ing muscles. Dare to dream big as you take a 
step towards the reality you’ve always envi-
sioned for yourself. What Spirit wants you to 
remember: you are supported at every step 
along the way.
CAPRICORN:
The trouble is, you’ve been taking things too 
seriously, Capricorn, which is in turn stifling 
your creativity. Word for the wise: shake 
things up a little bit. Reconnect with your in-
ner wild child. Know that adopting the spirit 

of play is your ultimate prayer to the divine 
forces. What’s more, rekindling old connec-
tions is also going to be a big theme for you. 
So, spend time with those who remind you 
of your magic and uplift your spirit.
AQUARIUS:
The trouble is, you’re too attached. You’re too 
attached to the idea of how things should be 
and shouldn’t be. As a result, you’re not giving 
the Universe a chance to show you the way for-
ward. What you want to do today is pay atten-
tion to the signs. The things that are falling apart are 
no longer meant to be in your life. Stop trying to hold 
on when you’re being guided to let go. Remember, 
unless you cleanse and purge consciously, you will 
not be able to make space for the new.
PISCES:
The trouble is, you tend to think that you are the 
doer of things. But this is far from the truth, Pisces. 
You are the Universe in motion. The medium 
through which Spirit expresses itself on earth. So 
remember this Universal truth, and feel the support 
of your star family. Take the next step with the inner 
knowing that they’re coming through for you and 
helping you cross the next big hurdle. 

Divya Agarwal takes home Big Boss trophy 

And the winner is Divya Agarwal! 

The model and reality TV star made history on Saturday by 
becoming the winner of the first season of Bigg Boss OTT. 

To clinch the trophy and take home ₹ 25 lakhs, Divya Agarwal 
beat Nishant Bhat and Shamita Shetty. 
While choreographer Nishant Bhat made it to the top 2, 
Shamita Shetty was the second runner-up. The top finalists of 
the show will also be a part of Bigg Boss 15, which will begin 
in October. It will be hosted by actor Salman Khan. The six-
week series that Divya won is a web spin-off of the television 
show.

Divya was seen to be in a state of shock when host Karan 

Johar announced her to be the winner. The director-producer 
also said, “Woman power zindabad,” as he declared Divya 
Agarwal to be the winner.

A visibly overjoyed Divya Agarwal also shared a post on 
Instagram on the occasion. Sharing a video of the winning 
moment, her team penned a gratitude note on her official 
page and wrote, “And here comes the winner of Biggboss OTT. 
We did it, guys.” Thanking fans, the note further said, “Thank 
you each one of you who has been a part of this journey of six 
weeks. Thank you for showering so much love and making D 
the winner.”

Milind Soman gets "Fauji Cut From Fauji Cutter"
Milind Soman has always 

been complimented for 
his looks. The veteran model has 
been a fitness icon for decades 
now and continues to impress 
fans with each of his projects, 
on-screen and off-screen. 

To his credit, Milind 
Soman has always maintained 
that he is a man of simple 
tastes. And now, he has won 
the Internet over with a post 
on his excitement and joy at 
getting an army-style haircut 
from a gentleman who cuts 
hair for army personnel. 

The actor, who is in 
Gulmarg, shared a video of 
the haircut on Instagram and 
appeared to be extremely 
pleased with the experience.

Sharing the video, 
Milind Soman wrote, 
“Fauji (army) cut from 
fauji cutter. What I liked 
most about it is that it 
took only 12 minutes. 
Amazing that this guy 
does more than 40 
haircuts every day.”

The model also 
added, “First-time 
haircut for me in such a 
beautiful garden,” with 
smile emojis. Milind 
Soman also posed with 
the tradesman who cut 
his hair. In the image, 
they are both seen 
smiling for the camera.

Reacting to the post, 
Milind Soman's wife Ankita Konwar said, “Uff,” with heart and fire emojis.

Giancarlo Esposito to headline 
Netflix's heist drama series 'Jigsaw'

LOS ANGELES, SEP 18 (PTI): 
Actor Giancarlo Esposito 
is set to lead the cast of 
an upcoming heist drama 
series for streamer Netflix.
Titled "Jigsaw", the series 
is loosely inspired on the 
real-life story where USD 
70 billion in bonds went 
missing in downtown 
Manhattan during 
Hurricane Sandy in 2012.

Esposito will feature 
alongside Paz Vega, Rufus 
Sewell, Tati Gabrielle, Peter 
Mark Kendall, Rosaline 
Elbay, Jai Courtney, and 
Niousha Noor in the series, 
reported Deadline.

The eight-episode 
series centres around 
the largest heist ever 
attempted, and the 
vengeance, scheming, 

loyalties, and betrayals 
that surround it.

It will have a non-linear 
timeline, ranging from 24 
years before the heist to 
one year after.

"Jigsaw" has been 
created by Erica Garcia, 
who will also serve as 
showrunner and executive 
producer. Jose Padilha 

will direct the first two 
episodes.

The show will be executive 
produced by Ridley Scott, 
David W. Zucker and Jordan 
Sheehan through Scott Free 
Productions along with Fred 
Berger, Brian Kavanaugh-
Jones, and Justin Levy of 
Automatik Entertainment 
and Russell Fine.

Kangana Ranaut accuses 
Hollywood of stealing screens

Hollywood actor Ryan Reynolds recently 
made a statement comparing Hollywood and 
Bollywood, while promoting his upcoming 
movie. 
He had stated, “If you’re wondering whether 
Hollywood is just mimicking Bollywood...
Well, the answer is yes. We have no shame, no 
shame at all.” 

Reacting to this statement by Ryan, 
Kangana Ranaut slammed American film 
industry for stealing screens in India. Sharing 
Ryan’s statement on her Instagram story, 
Kangana added, “And trying to steal our 
screens...” 

Earlier too, Kangana had expressed 
concern over Hollywood films dominating 
screens in India. 

Speaking at a press conference, PTI had 
quoted the ‘Queen’ actress, “We need to 
discourage American and English movies 

as they are taking over our screens. We 
need to behave like one nation. We need 
to stop dividing ourselves like North India 
or South India. We need to enjoy our own 
films first, be it Malayalam, Tamil, Telugu 
or Punjabi.”


